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About This Game

Slip into a pair of overalls and try your hand at running a farm! From tending to the fields where your cows graze to gathering
eggs for sale at the town market, Farm Frenzy is as stimulating as the real thing-- only you won't have to experience the nasty
smells! You will, however, be required to invest the money you earn in new equipment. Building a cheese dairy, for example,

allows you to process your milk on the spot and make even more cash!

To beat a level in Farm Frenzy, you must complete a specific task, such as producing a certain number of eggs. Each new level
is more challenging than the last, so you must increase the capacity of your warehouse and improve the performance of your
production facilities. You can even buy a larger truck capable of delivering more goods to market! All of this makes dealing

with the occasional bear easier. Featuring compelling and enjoyable gameplay, Farm Frenzy lets you give Old MacDonald a run
for the money!

Over 45 levels to beat
Five animals to care for
Nine farm products to sell
Six buildings to purchase
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I was dwarf. A beautiful redheaded Dwarf. I saw a butterfly. I saw other dwarfs. God damnit. I just want to play more. Please
help me stop.. This is a great game but i have only one problem with this game: there needs to be more maps other than that its
great and you should definitly get it if you like Bomberman. It's a brilliant mod of Portal, well worth your time. While it can be
completed within a matter of hours, it gets your brain thinking. Ergo, it's difficult but this is why I like it.. It seemed fairly well
made at first, but after playing the intro for half an hour, there was still almost no player decision. There was not a single fight.
There was only one puzzle. None of the buildings or vendors could be interacted with. There were not even dialogue options.
Truthfully, it wasn't really even a game so far. The story and characters were amusing, but the rest was very empty.. Thank you
Paradox for the opportunity to upgrade this MASTERPIECE to the highest level and enjoy every pixel and octet of my beloved
game !!!. I really enjoy this game so far. There is a good mixture between cute graphics and just enough gore in this game. I
have not played much of the game yet, but so far my rating is 8/10 (this rating could change down the line). Controls could have
been better and there is so much reading involved, otherwise it would have been my second 10/10 game of the whole of 2016. If
you wish to look at the gameplay before you decide if the game is really worth buying, please have a look her. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mr1_y355IJE. Sort'a like a lot of old school shooters on the consoles of "the good old days"
of TV gaming, but with a very stylized look\/feel to it, the game's neat, runs\/controls well (even on My cruddiest notebook), is
easy enough to play, yet poses a challenge even on normal mode... supports the X360 for Windows pad, AND is free so get it
now if you liked retro side scrolling shooter games!. A match 3 game with a twist, somewhat fun to play. Would have fallen into
the "MEH" category if not for the unuseful tutorial and VERY bad UI choices. Most of the time you don't really know what's
going on, it's one of those "you only understand bad after you step on a mine" type of games.. A very nice game, found alot to
love it for.
To bad it get a bit monotone once you got all the buildings and a lot of money. At some point nothing can suprise you anymore.
Reminds me a bit of SimFarm. A big like to the developers for this gem.
Yet still the game is worth the money.
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I tried this game. It looks good, gameplay is pretty good but this game was made on GameMaker so there is glitches in game that
you can’t play. I couldn’t in start of game go to couple of areas and because of that I couldn’t do anything in game. !!!!This game
is completely waste of money!!!!!
. Got this game with the Eidos Anthology sale, thought I just play this game to kill some time. Turns out this game is really
additive and pretty diffcult even on the easy setting.. This game is very good, is my childhood playing games website in China,
was very well received by all of us. But the game is too expensive, and I think you need more publicity. At first it was good, it
was made by people with experience but then nothing happened we got one extra dlc map and that's it.
The game has supposedly been abandoned.
Shame it could have been something.. Great platformer with great level design. A top down, RC Pro-Am style racer with
weapon and game mechanics taken straight from the WipEout series, Geometry Wars-esq vector graphics, and a track editor to
boot. Did i mention that it has multiplayer support over both internet and LAN and a kickin' techno soundtrack? For a mere
$4.99, it's kind of hard to go wrong with this one. I recommend it highly.. There is none 2 play with?? "No sessions found..."
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